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Foreword
The attached material represents the working papers from the
OAST Space Theme Workshop he: i at the Langley Research Center,
April 26-30. 1976, and contains a quick-look analysiv of the
proceedings. The material is unedited and intended for further
use by the participants of the workshop and the planning elements of
NASA concerned with space mission research and technology. It
should be understood that the data do not represent official plans
or positions but are part of the process of evolving such plans and
positions.
Nearly 100 of the Agency's top technologists and scientists joined
with another 35 theme specialists to produce this working document -
a document that provides a technical foundation, including research
and technology base candidates, for each of the six space themes.
The material in this report is considered essential to the development
of Center initiatives in support of these themes. Copies of the report
will be made available to the Center Management Board and the
individuals at the Centers responsible for the FY'78 program planning
cycle. The timing of this planning activity has caused us to distribute
this document in this unedited form. Thus, it possibly contains errors,
hopefully, more of a typographical rather than a technological nature.
Nonetheless, the information contained is of a high professional level,
reflecting the efforts of the workshop participants and will be invaluable
to the planning and successful execution of the Agency's near- and far-
term :.dvanced technology program.
Stanley R. Sadin
OAST Space Theme Workshop
Chairman
NASA Headquarters
Study, Analysis, & Planning Office
Office of Aeronautics and
Space Technology
I•
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VOLUME III - IV A
SOFTWARE WORKING GROUP (E-4)
Initiation of a specific technology planning effort for software (computer
programs) occurred at the workshop; that is the subject of this report. In
the process of examining the technology needs of the themes and the soft-
ware discipline, three key areas have been identified:
1. The need to develop an adequate software technology base: There
are only a few efforts currently underway, and many are needed.
Particular areas where concentration is needed include	 i
o Software commonality and evolutionary capability
o Increased system integrity and autonamy
o Improved communications among the program users, the program
developers, and the programs themselves.
2. The need for a quantum improvement in software development methods.
Emphasis is needed on
o Replacing magic with method
o Using people for ideas, and machines to perform routine work.
3. The need for increasing the awareness of software by all concerned.
o Software should receive equal consideration with hardware in
an increasingly system-oriented approach
o Software presents many opportunities for enlightened manage-
ment.
Five major thrusts have been identified within the software area - Contribu-
tions to major goals are shown in Figures 1 and 2. These are
1. Data and )ystems Management. 	 Improvements in this area also will
contribute to raising the quality of service received by the ulti-
mate user of the processed information.
2. Software technology for autonamous systems.
3. The technology and methods for improving the software development
process.
4. Advances related to systems of software elements including their
architecture, attributes as systems, and interfaces with users and
with other systems.
5. Applications of software, including both the basic algorithms used
in a number of applications and the software specific to a particular
theme or discipline area.
Specific technology initiatives are addressed in the Appendix.
A number of additional observations have emerged from the working group's
cons ideratio ►;s, some of which are included below.
o Increased awareness of software, and of the need to treat it as a
key element of each system using it, is of critical importance. The
technical areas using software, and management in general, are in
particular need of such increased awareness.
o The identification, direction, and accomplishment of an effective
software technology program is of great importance to all major
NASA programs.
o A sharp and continued increase in effective communications and
exchange of ideas within the NASA software community. and with
hardware activities that interact w!th software, should he achieved
(The software working group transactions demonstrated both the need
for, and the value of, such interaction.)
o Software is an integral, critical part of each theme, and of many
disciplines. Each of these areas needs to consider the hardware
and software aspects of its work concurrently, from a system
oriented viewpoint. Each of these areas dlso needs to develop
the software specific to its particular needs, to ensure that its
system requirements are met.
o A vigorous software discipline oriented activity should exist to
complement the work in temes and disciplines by developing generic
types of software capabilities and software development methods.
These products form the technical resources that the themes and
disciplines can draw from for their particular development.
o The net result of the above two ideas is that the software disci-
pline area should concentrate on the basic methods and generic
types of software capabilities, while the themes and other disci-
pline areas should develop applications software specific to their
needs.
o Another important task of the software discipline area is to make
the basic software capabilities and methods easily available to the
mainstream of software develo pment activity. A backlog of currently
available items already exists in this category.
F
o An important area of concern for the software discipline area is
the development of effective methods for assessing the impact of
new technology and capabilities on software development and use.
Measurements of cost and of utility to the ultimate user are of
particular importance, both to selective technology for use, and
to directing further techi ,)logy development.
o Computational hardware has a significant impact upon the accompany-
ing software in each information-processing application. The main-
stream of computational hardware development, including particularly
integrated-circuit components, appears to be driven by the non-
government, mass-volume users. This will result in the availabi'ity
of low-cost, highly reliahle components. However, these components
may have characteristics that seriously constrain software in space
systems. NASA will need to exercise foresiqht, ingenuity and effort
to minimize the effect of this situation upon space systems.
The available hardware should be exploited to the fullest extent
practicable. A viqorous program of computing device technology
should complement NASA's software technology. This will help to
p romote the concept of software - first information processing
design, and to ensure that hardware with the necessary characteris-
tics is available.
The directions in which expected hardware trends will drive the
software technology should be assessed, to provide a basis for
identifying opportunities or needs for contributing to or influenc-
ing hardware developments.
Software Technology Rela ted to Theme Need s
The following paragraphs address each theme need and the important software
technology areas which it impacts.
1. Multipurpose Space Power Platform
The major impact of space power on software will be in the areas of
a) Mission planning and scheduling to incorporate effective use
to the platform and its generated power for the use of its
customers (analogous to the earth power distribution systems)
b) Implementation and access of the large data base necessary to
support effective mission planning noted above
c) Development of teleoperators and robots including their
multiple utilization to support construction and maintenance
of the facility
III - IV A-3
d) Development to maintain system integrity (failure detection.
fault isolation, preventive maintenance, etc.) and system
security while maintaining efficient operation.
2. Space Industrialization
The Space Industrialization Theme will require initiatives in the
areas of Planning and Scheduling Tools and Multi-dimensional Data
Management. for plant control and management; Teleoperator Support
Software and Autonomous Systems with Artificial Intelligence, for
factory construction, materials processing and product fabrication.
Other need areas which provide important support for this theme are
Software for Systems Integrity and Operations Languages, to assure
reliable, effective, and economical plant operation.
3. Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SET I)
The major impacts of SET I on software are:
a) new technology on adaptive, human-assisted patter,, recognition
to enable the effective separation review information.
b) the requirements for new technology in data management areas
of multi-dimensional data storage and high speed buffering
c) need for evolutionary software technology where new compu-
tational tasks will be required over a long life-cycle
without major system perturbations.
In addition, the working group felt that the SET I theme needs to
examine more thorouyhly its software requirements, begin to assess
the impact of software on the overall program and to identify the
theme-oriented software needs and areas in which software technology
can make an important impact.
4. Exploration of Solar System/Software Technology
The three key software technology thrusts identified as essential
for the exploration of solar systems theme are those software tool
and technique developments related to: (1) achieving increased
levels of autonomous operation of the flight systems; (2) improving
the methods for verification ana validation of complex software
systems; and (3) reducing the dependence on intensive human partici-
pation in uplinK command and control of long duration missions.
These software developments are expected to result in reducing both
the development and operations costs of solar exploration missions
as well as permittinq the actual accomplishment of the missions
planned.
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For autonomous systems the software tools and architecture develop-
.;Pnts will provide the capabilities for developing applications soft-
ware that can synthesize plans, perform decision analysis and alter-
nate strategy selecion. interpret and analyze sensor data, and provide
fault-tolerant operation of the complete system. Prototype develop-
ment and a demonstration is planned by FY 82 with continued improve-
ments in capabilities development which are expected to meet the
technology cut-off date for the exploration facility.
The automated software verification and validation tools are
essential to increasing the confidence level in the reliability of
large-scale software systems without requiring unrealistic resources
to achieve acceptable confidence levels. By the end of FY 81 these
tools should be sufficiently developed to permit application to
mission software systems, both ground and flight.
The software tools for mission planning and scheduling functiuns
for uplink command and control will include development of problem
oriented languages which will provide a highly adaptive and inter-
active capability. Operational tools should be available by FY 81.
5. Global Service Systems
The Global Service Systems theme has broad software technology
needs; alone among the themes, its needs touch each of the 19
identified task areas. The principal thrusts include needs for
multi-dimensional Data Storage and Retrieval Techniques to handle
the massive amounts of data which this theme would generate;
Operations Languages, for user-oriented interfaces for systems
control; Software for Systems Integrity, to assure reliable systems
operation in the '3ce of hardware faults, data errors and control by
inexpert users; Pattern Recognition and Algorithm Development, to
extract information from data, eventually at the source; Intelligent
Executive Programs, which would be able to generate detailed goals
to achieve mission objectives. Global Service Systems should
develop new initiatives in each of the above areas.
Advanced STS
The Advanced Space Transportation System Theme has basic technology
need areas in Mission Planning and Scheduling Tools and Operations
Languages, to attack operations (recurring) costs; Software for
Systems Integrity and Intelligent Executive Programs, to increase
systems autonomy; and improved simulation for advanced systems
integration and checkout concepts. This theme should generate its
own theme-unique initiatives in these areas.
III - IV A-5
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO, 1
PAGE 1 OF
1.TITLE Multldirnensional Data Storage and RetrievAl NO. 7,8_.11.10,9s1 E-4
Technique s 	T IEME / W.G. /TASK
	
DATE
	
4 / 28,. 76	 --
2. O@JECTIVE
I_provwe efficien t wea :s of s r n __dn,^retr i^yir>^,hiah^calwnes._u^____.
dat, and maintaining file security for multidimensional lata.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL LJ UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) RE00RED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL U FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ,pAT 1 980
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
I	 HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q LOW q
dI CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLiSHN1ENTS. LNABLING © OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specofy) q
	
( C h eck one o r more)
f; R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 Yes
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY High speed random access mass storage devices.
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT RECIUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Adaptive data base organization/Inanag anent techniques to ac_cmnodate_
multidimensional data representation.
Methodologies to insure data file integrity and security within a multi-
purpose, high volume data, multi-user environment.
Develop techniques for onjanizin9/manaq_in9__distributedlmult_imode data
at both logical and physical level,
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I
PAGE 7 OF i2_
TITLE Multi - dimensional Data Storage
Techniques
and Retricval
	
NO.7-8_1I -IQ-9-I/E-
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4	 /28 /	 76
6 RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM
Determine charactcrist:cs of'
PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
data representations of multi-dimensional
ob jects/scenesr
Design data base organizations
file 5
	
- ---	 -	 -- --
Exercise these files utilizing
to accommodate multi-dimensional data
-	 — --	 —	 -	 --
.storage and retrieval techniques
7 At TERNATI`/E APPROACH EC/OPTIONS
8 CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEOUl_E ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81182183184 85186 87 88 89190 91 91 93 94 95
TASK I TEM
Data characteristics
File struck
al
-
-
-
_ Storage	 retrie
Demonstration
MANPOWER (M Y)
INHOUSE
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1 1 1 1.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF 2
1.TITLL High V01u	 Uata buf fering techniques	 NO. 9.11, 10, 1/E-4/2
THEME / W.G. / TASK
	
_._.--
	 ---- -- -	 --	 DATE 4 4$ 76_	 -
2.BJECTI
^o^rovice software procedures for acceptance/processir_of high volumN
data utilizing bufferinq techniques
3. NEED ANALYSIS
if LEVEL NOW q3 WILL BE Lf VEL © UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b1 REOUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL Lj FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY rATE: 1962
0 RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM D
	 LOW E]
	d1 CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS	 ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH Q	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY © ANALYSIS q RESEARCH Xq
GRD TEST 0 AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
	0 R&T BASE CANDIDATE
	
Yes
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
	
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Hig h speed ra ndom access mas s sto rage_ dev ices,
multiprocessor architecture,
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REOUIREO TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop software techniques for data acceptance utilizing advanced
buffering techniques.
Determine methods 0 high voluine da ta man ipulati on to accomplish hi gh
sEeed data processing requirenents.
Hi erarchic al _storage sys tems,
Virtual storage management.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE Hi
	 i Volume Data buffering
	
^4-'0-11-1 /i:-4/21i1	 	 • ni^ucs	 Nh_g	 --
1 HEME / W G. / TASK
-- -	 - — ---	 -- --	
DATE
	
/ 2 8
 / ,
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Research current_ software techniques -
 uti lazed_ forL^_^1'i	 nq_
Determine specific needs or requireiaen
_ fompr^yg3dar^_duta_____
buffering techniques
Dove lop _
 method!/technigue:! to accosplish buffering Of him yo-lun^_d8t^
rates
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
S. TECHh,,LZIGY SCHEDULES
FY
i SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 81 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 9h
TASK ITEM
Researchi
Tech. invent y
Defa of Potenti: I
Applications^
Reqmts Generation
De v. Meth 6Tee l
Test F; Demo
EFDocumentation
MANPOWER (M Y)
INHOUSE	 _ 1
3 1 4 3CONTRACT +
FUNDING (106$)
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF __Z
1. TITLE Teleoperator support S/W lechnology for--	 NO. 7-1.a —.1  1 , 12/E-4/3
M aterials Handling and Large Construction	 THEME/W.G. /TASK
— -	 DATE 4 / 28 ,, 16
2.08J C TIVE Develop S/W technology which will provide the efficient (time,
cost, implementation, opperra^^t^^i^^ on use of teleoperatorsysten^ -J^h _
construction Cf s ace structures+Tpower station,manned stations. etc. and
d-6pQri t i 4t1--- idY d0il i^C^GaZi(3dC	 1;1 E+5 s-
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a^ LEVEL NOW © , WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL L]T FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ^pATE 1986
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH LJ	 MEDIUM [X]	 LOW
d)CRI CALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ENABLING [] OR
ENHANCING: HIGH X]
	
MEDIUM 0	 LOW
e l TASKS NEEDED STUDY ® ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH Q
GRD TEST Q AIRCRAFT TEST Ll 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) q 	 _	 (Check one or morel
f) R$T BASE CAr DIDATE Nr-i
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Development of now teleoperator hardware system s
and sensors (digital) to allow required mobility and flexibility in
spe,re .
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
The software technology areas required are:
1. Interface technology - man/computer/machine or system.
2._
 New_V/HOL or ';01- languages designed for effective implementation (minimi
computer size, ~'eight, response timerequirements); and to maximize
	
--f1ez ib-"Tty--0t ,y"M7-- --- - ----. _—	 —
3: Genera4i-re-6-^W- ,^entrel-Vreg-rarm for marl ip}e ►-eoordinatee; 5#	 tor+eou
telvDj2grators.	 _
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORD NO. 1
PAGE 2 OF	 2
111LE
	
-role
	 erator Support 5/w Technology for 	 NO 7, 8 . 11,12/E-4/ 3
Materials Ilandling and ' irge Construction 	 / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4	 / 2K/ 7h
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Survey and study existing
	 technology.	 I)et -inc new concepts	 required and
provide bade supporting rescar:h needed to support concepts.
	 Develop
tools wid prucesses :utd implement the concept.
	 Test breadboard version
hoth in the geound environnu •nt
 and space envirommit
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS Provide analog type systems to
fulfill the objectives in Part 2.
8 CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
__._`I')h 4 aro current activities that. include basic ground
operations which aro hazardous, but nothing is planned it the
area of major space construction_
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
til'hil PULE ITFM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85186 87 88 89 90 91 9? 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Survey-,
Concept Study
	 I
Define Concept	 -.
Dev. 1 ooAs 6
Process (.oncep
Implement
.sound Tests
blodi fy
Space Tests
MANPOWER (M Y)
1INHOUSE	 =	 -1	 4	 3	 3	 3
CONTRACT	 ,
f UNDING (106 $)
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF	 2
1. 1ITLE Mission Plannink anJ 5chedultnyt fools and NO.12-7-8_10-11ZE-4JA
Techniques	 THEME / W G. / TASK
--	 -	 ---- - -	 -----	 --- DATE 4 1-28. _7h_
2. OBJECTIVE
^To develop concpZ s for Mission Planning -in Scheduling SCChniques and
S W tools compatible with the rahid/co ►nhlex requirements of advan%:Qj
s rnce mis sion s .
3. NEED ANALYSIS
d) LEVEL NOW [:], WILL BE LEVEL3q UNDER EXISTING PLANS
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL Sq FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY JDATE 1981',
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM C LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH ©	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS q RESEARCH
GRID TEST Q AIR CRAFT TEST lJ	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (SI)ecify) q 	 - —	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 	 Probably not
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Advanced algorithum implementation (faster
solutions) and improved interactive techniques.
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
_Develop the S/W tools capable of .planninq . and_schedulin g the
resources and operations associated with advanced space missi
Also development and apply in problem oriented languages for
_programming (modifying) the S/W_systems_develop and apply
interactive techniques related to operating the system. More
specifically, as one part of the tasks develop a flexible
S/W system to be used in the man vs machine trade-off studies
for performing mission planning functions.
)ns .
f
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE
	 12-7-8-10-11/E-4Mission F '1 a11RLL14 ticaiding Tuuls _iuU._ _	 NO	 —
THEME / W.G. / TASKTechni ues  
—	 ----	 - DA T1 	 1	 / 28 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Determine inventory mission planning and scheduling requirements
for Advanced STS.
	 Develop genericrequirements for an initial
s/W tool (bench proaram) and use tool to assist in d_efininq
technique and tool needs for operations of Advanced STS.
Perform similar tasks for other types of mission_plannin9 and
scheduling software applications--
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES /OPTIONS
	 ( a) Much larj_er mi ssion pl anning_ and
scheduling force (S-lU_time larger  than now), (b) Much lower flight  rate.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
In-house effort related to a Shuttle STS tool (which will probably not be
at the technological level required for Adv
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89190 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
r. Conce is
Generic Regmts
System Concepts —
Bench Prog.
Tech/Analysis
Recom. for Ops
^.^ 1Tool s & Tech — _ _ PS_
 i uc
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF	 2
1. TITLE	 Autonomous Systems with	 NO. 10-7-8- 12-11-ILL--g/.
	
Artificial Intelligence	 _	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4	 /28 76
2. OB EC T IVEE
^o develop the software architecture required for the jmple=ntatinn
of autoncmous s sy tems (e.g. robotics).
3.NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW Q, WILL. BE
 LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL [] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATI.: 199
0 RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT.
HIGH n,X	 MEDIUM []
	
LOW
dICRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS LNABLING © OR
ENHANCING: HIGH [D
	
MEDIUM []	 LOW
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY	 ANALYSISXQ RESEARCH X-1
GRID TEST F] AIR CRAFT TEST El	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) XX
	
Computer simulation 	 ( Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE ^yS;^
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIPFOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Development of large (-10 word) associative
memories and large scale array processing.
5. SPECIFY TECHN04 OGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEEL
Develop software technijues and architecture capable ofrP oviding:
• Natural language understanding
• Plan synthesis
• Decision analysis and alternate strategy selection
• Interpretation and analysis of data from imaging, tactile, thermal
etc. sensors
s Fault-tolerant system operation
L
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE
	 Autonomous Systems with Artificial Intelligence NO . 10-7-8-9-12 -.11`1
THEME / W.G. / TASK
-	 DATE	 1	 / 281 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Select available natural languag e and basic algorithms for
evaLuat 4n ajW_cri_tqrk4 definition.	 _PgP, qp and progressively
improve lan qa%4..	 Develop initially	 Asic algorithm and	
—
progressf3Lq	 _improve-,__2oyAJgp_ingXe4s-_iDgly morc complex
algorithms and integrate into complete system capability__
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 None defined.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Robotics Research Program RTOP #
- Artificial Retina _t ew Initiative).
	 Pattern Recognition (New._I11itiative
& W. G. E4 Task 6
D. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79	 80	 H1 82 83 84185 86 87 88 8 q 90191 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Analyze Lang.
Criteria for La
Algorithm & Lan
Proto Demo
g. o
.
Incr. Capabilit es
MANPOWER (M-Y)
INHOUSE
CONTRACT 4 8 8 9 9 4
FUNDING ( 106 $)
INHOUSE _
CONTRACT .3 .6.6 .8 8 .3 3
_
FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF __ ___
N0. ;1,_11-10-111.• -4/il_
THEME / W.G. / TASK
-- DATE 4 / _8, 76
eman, tic ® Cvti on :mci inLnr-
ti-dimensionALdimensional
:R EXISTING PLANS.
:CHNOL OGY READY
1 USE BY OATS E 1984
ENABLING q OR
LOW q
Q RESEARCH
SPACE FLIGHT TEST
(Check one or morel
ITS REQUIRED FOR
and systems, parallel/associa-
isform.
iED TO
h
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NC, I
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE	 Au on e ' ► 	 'sLL'l'szY^^ ►luY--	 NO	 12-11-10-1	 Z
THEME / W.G. / TASK
----	 --- --	 -- ---	 --
	 DATE _ 4	 1.x.0, _IfL_
7. OBJECTIVE
1'royise_,Uoblem-statement lanYu;"j_;inJ promisors _for dirr t__ xr^us•--
format on _from problem stat cmc^t • ^ I^CO,;r:LU^_ _	 __
3. NEED ANALYSIS
,0 LEVEL NOW 0 , WILL 13E LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY O ATS
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH LJ
	
MEDIUM q 	 LOW
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 	 ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING:
	
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM ©	 LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED:
	
STUDY CD	 ANALYSIS 0
	
RESEARCH	 X^
GRD TEST aAIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER JSpecify) q 	 (Check one or more)
i , &T BASE CANDiDATE	 Yes
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 ,krtificial intelligent	 datau,d con trol
abstractions
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Semantic understandi ng - mod,.-1 S
Problem oriented languages
Design and development of translator (s^
_!1L6jAuity and redundancy
	 -	 —
l
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. I
PAGF 2 OF
I I I LE
	 autuucatud I'rugr:u=ing
	 NO.12-1 l- 1 u	 1	 L-4	 ;_
THEME / W G. /TASK
DATE	 / 2 M /
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Uer_eluh >vmantic Hood is for iompiaa
	 y	 t -;'u^turcy .- 	—.
Dovelop1ruhlrm -orientcd _. Spo ifis^ ;ltiQp
 lalIguagcs for promising candidate--
classes of problems
	 (e.g..	 BNF for string processing progr:uns).
Pevelop heuristics and associated processors for autotralislators into--__
imp lemen tation source lqguages,
1. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8- CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9, TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY	 _
78	 1SCHEDULE ITEM	 76	 77	 9	 80	 81	 87	 83 84	 85	 86	 81	 88	 89	 90	 91	 91	 93	 94	 9^
TASK ITEM
Mode 1S
1'ULs
Processors
MANPOWER (M Y)
I N HOUSE
CON TRACT
1 1 1 1
_ _ -I 1 1
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SPACE TECHNLLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE t OF -y
1. TITLE >y,t^^n 5ucurLty_ utZr:wt ln^tuwluwc_ 	 NO. 7-113111:- 44jt —
1 HE MF / W,G. / T
2.OBJECTIVE
nc vc• inp softw;,I •r te ►h!LQlUy which wil-1 prou' ,1c tltw capability to "4;w-u
cou^^utcr controlled sku.4e 5Y1.4.pi,^__
	 _	 ._
3 NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW 0, WILL BE LEVEL © UNDER EXISTING PLANS
W REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 5q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY t)AT, 1990 7
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT.
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW 0
di CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ENABLING qX OR
ENHAWING HIGH Q	 MEDIUM q LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED. STUDY ® ANALYSIS © RESEARCH
GRD TEST U AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER ISpecsfy q 	 (Chec k o ne or more)
f1 F&T BASE CANDIDATE	 Yes
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TFCHNOLOGY Secilin;rfacipg yx i_t_Cmy,
 and i^trols
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPL ISH NEED
The software t_.hnology areas required to achieve the objectives art:
_l. vDevelopment of software and hardware arch. To provide security and
_ limit _access is large systems operations, S/W,
Development )f a operation systems security l.uiguage implement
_ effective security codes.
Adapt the principies_of source operating systems to preclude the un-
authorized use of space system.
y
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO I
PAGE 7 OF
TITLE	 System Security Software Technnlogy,	N0.7-11-ifj -tag	 __
THEME / W.G. / TASK
---	 -----	 -__	
DATE	 /76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Survey oxisting ^c^)lt
	
o^y.	 DefilitzidsAtify specific an-=% Of now rascrr,:J^
.-- -- __Iecturg, and _1mrge system operational security S/W.
	 1)evclup iiew_
:uncepts_ where required.
	 Provide _tools and processes required to dwelOp._
concMts _
 into new SJW trchnoloyy,—lnrplvment uvw S /W anal t"t an.-t.hes &rcua,,I'
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 Limited overatlon 9f-juge--va1CJL-
facility, maximum surveilance and manual security require d
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
None for -Spacc•^lsrgc_facili tiesj env'ronment
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 771781 79 80 81 81 83184 85 86 81 88 89 90 91 91 91 94 95
TASK ITEM
kc:searcli Sur V^
Defjinc new res
._G technology
a r h
_ __
Research newLkJ1C t — — -
Provide tools p oc ss
Develop new to h.
Implement - _ _ __
Grd. tool & Me s
MANPOWER (M Y)
INHOUSE 2 4 1 4 1 1 •1 1
CONTRACT R 8 S
FUNOING (1065)
INHOUSE	 _ - 2 •^ •1_
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FORM NO I
PAGE 1 OF
NO - 1:_11- 8 - 1 0-7- 9- 1 ^L- #
THEME / W.G. / TASK1c1:uiLa _anal_
DATE —4— /-Z8, R,
.test softw;Lro.architacture Aud µracud"e
he face -af. fai l l r -arm a vi arrnr_
al LCYCL ivvry L.?j, MLL OC LCV[L © UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL E] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY[DATE 82
0 RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT
HIGH []
	
MEDIUM ©	 LOW
01 CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
	 ENABLING [D OR
ENHANCING: HIGH [E
	
MEDIUM [I	 LOW
el TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 	 ANALYSIS © RESEARCH
GRID TEST [] AIR CRAFT TEST
	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Suecify ►
 f7	 (Check one or mor el
R&T BASE CANDIDATE
	
YES
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Smart sensors^arts)_dis tribt t d computer
implementation theme and practice._
b SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
La lle yV-jqp , y;^stem archi tecture format and progr :un conce is ( l anguage
procedural software) to incorporate the tilt tolerance and redundancy
iRhererii An__Lhe spacecraft design into fault isolation and detection
pr"cAuro, (b) Develo_p__failure decision and adaptive learning theory
_ -=.d_prQ g, ram implementation to establish or se	 aboard failure levels
consistent with information environment and system status, (c) Develop
executive tois technology to perform intelligent selection of spacecrat'
operation and mission selection based upon status and success probabili-
ties	 d Develop procedure to effectively
-,
 assess the reliability trade-
off inherent in various implementation strategies and (e) Develop
theory for the quantitative measure of software redundancy, fault and
(eont'd on page 3,
h
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 i_
TITLE
	 Software for	 System Integrity
	 Np1 2-11-8-10-7-9-IIIAJ
THEME / W G. / TASK
DATE
	 /	 /
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Determine software capabilities needed to insure that total system lnteyr_ity
can be maintained.
	 Implement and verify the methods/algorithms_required_
t0 provide_ integri ty capabi_1_ig_j	 	 _
Demonstrate, analyze. and appropriatelyr modify the software capabilities.
1. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES'/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT /PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (HTO P , OTHER)
Related activity in Shuttle ind aircraft techiology program.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM	 16	 77	 78	 79	 80	 81	 82	 83 84	 85	 86	 87	 88	 89 90	 91	 92	 93	 94	 95
TASK ITEM
Determine
Capabilities
Methods(
Al og rithms
Demonstration
MANPOWER (M-Y)
INHOUSE
CONTRACT
1
4
1
6
1 1
6 4
FUNDING (106 $)
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .3 .4 .4 . 3
	SPACE TECIINOLOGY NEED 	 FORM No. 1
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TFIF_ME/W.G./'I ASK
_ Redundancy	
—^^--- --- --- DATE 4 /?x/_76 -__
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SPACE  TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE t:volutionary SQrcware
	
NO. 11-9-8-7-10-12-1/t:- l^
THEME / W.G. / TASK
--- -	 DATE 4	 28 76
2.OBJfCTlVE
o evelop advanced conceplrs_which will p avi-de for Cvolutionar);L_
32f twar e_- within exnan^3i^iL ^nmpuLr^_ Architu"Liraii-
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW 0, WILL BE LEVEL[j] UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVELS FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY fpATE: 1983
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM ® LOW q
ell CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING IJ OR
ENHANCING: HIGH ®	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
el TASKS NEEDED: STUDY © ANALYSIS © RESEARCH
GIRD TEST Q AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more
	t' R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 Yes
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
	
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Aclva^l^t't1_ CUD1putEL.- Ar^it ^ ct ir^
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Provide methods for design/develupmont of advanced operating systems to
perform within an expanding computer Architecture such as distributed
computer systems.
s software functions which could
an integral ch sracteristic.
ting these features. Hardware/
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Evolutionary Software_
	 _ _	 N0AI:9--7 . 10-!
THEME / W.G. / TASK
—	 —	 _	 ---	
DATE	 I	 / 281 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Review current operating system and application software functions to
identify areas_where potential growth capabilities could be incorporated.
Determine-methods/techniques for implementing/testing these growth 
_
capabilities.
Perform hardware/software architecture trades for determining efficie+ ► t
configuration for growth potential.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 1 89 90 1 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Review Functions
Methods/Technique
H/W-S W Trades
Demonstration
-IluH III I H
MANPOWER (M-Y)
INHOUSE
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO 1
PAGE 1 OF
1 TITLE	 clt,eratiuns LanYy;yges . _	 _.	 NO. 11=1ll:1ZlL-Z-1^1-4 11
THEME / W.G. / TASK
-	 —	 ---	 -	 DATE 4	 28. 76
2. O?JECTIVE)eve a ?an ua es and interpreters for effectiveexnression andsxecutiu1,
of	 stems directives and procedures.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOG`,' R EA DY
AT LEVEL U FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY 'I'CATF 1981
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH	 MEDIUM D	 LOW E]
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 	 ENABLING D OR
ENHANCING:
	
HIGH ®
	
MEDIUM 0	 LOW
el TASKS NEEDED: 	 STUDY	 ANALYSIS n	 RESEARCH _Dr_,
GRID TEST Q	 AIRCRAFT TEST L-J	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER IShecify) F1
	
(C h ec k o ne or more
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 Yes
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Data and control abstractions.	 Human factor
for man/machine interface.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Natural pseudolanguages
Semantic understanding models
Operations language implementations
Process communication and synchronization
Run-time environment models
Human factors related to languages
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF -Z
--
TITLE	 Operations Languages
	
NO	 _	 /E-4/11
---	 -	 ^-	 --	 THEME / W.G. /TASK
-	 -	 DATE
	
-1	 / 281	 7b
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Perform research on need for operations languages, human factors considerations
and pertinent language, data, control and systems theories.
DeveloLbase languages for prototype -implementations and comparative testing.
Provide guidelines and design_support for dialect developments,_including__
language evaluation activities.
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACH ES,'OPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
310-40-40, $50K
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
_	
V	 Initial	 products
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM	 76	 77	 78	 79	 80	 81	 82	 83 84	 85	 86	 87	 88	 89	 90	 91	 92	 93	 94	 95
TASK ITEM
Research
Language base
Dialects
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LPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF 1.
1 TITLE 1 ^!t e l liY4nt Gxecutivc ll'suT,►llts ____—_	 NO. 1--11-li- ll)- ^-4 12
THEME / W.G. /TASK
--	 DATE 4 /^8. 76
2.OBJECTIVE
1'a design,develop and test executive programs S?p^7l11^-s1^_u^truresing
plans and juidelines and executingoperational sequences_ and -49A	
_
management functions to accomplish system operational goals___
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
h) REOUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY_ READY
AT LEVEL E FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE -T9831
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH ['_]
	
MEDIUM q 	 LOW [j
d l CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS	 ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH Q	 MEDIUM tq 	 LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED. STUDY © ANALYSIS Q RESEARCH
GRD TEST Xq AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER ISi)ecifv) q 	 __	 (C hec k one or motto
fl R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 Yes
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop executive programs which can be externally _controlled by user
plans and goals. Provide for flexible execution sequences such as table
driven coramand lists, as well as internal adaptive goal-oriented flan_
ning said execution. Provide inherent capabilities for the executive to
establish execution riorities based on mission goals/system calabilities
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE
	 Intelligent Executive Programs
	 NO. 12-11-9-10^-4 12
THEME / W G. / TASK
--.
	 —	 DATE
	
4 /?8 /76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
-	 Identify systems requirements and research computer , sciences discipline
capabilities.
- Design prototype executive for candidate mission class.
- Implement and evaluate prototype executive and supply guidelines and
support
	 for flight implementations.
1 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 11 78174 80 81 81 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 91 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Research
Design
Evaluation
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. ►
PAGE 1 OF
	 2
1.TITLE Allorithm/Numerical Analysis Development 	 NO 11-10-12-1/E -4 13_
WTHEME / .G. / TASK
-	 ---	
-- - - ---- DATE	 4/ 28,. 76
2.O JE TI E
o eve o^_theoretical computation and implementation algorithms for
flight and ground S/W consistent with computer architecture require-
ments and constraints for advanced space missions.
J NEED ANALYSTS
.:) LEVFL NOW 10, WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
h) REQUIRED A,^VANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL E^ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY UATE 1 40
c; RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH F,
	 0	 LOW xx
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ENABLING LJ OR
ENHANCING HIGH []
	
MEDIUM n	 LOW q
,2) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY	 ANALYSIS Qx
	
RESEARCHx0
GRD TEST f-I AIRCRAFT TEST []
	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) n Computer Simulation 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 Yes
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Compatible ^LW fli ht computers common soft-
ware technology and library development
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
_ Development of (a)_linearized (or analytical) solutions for, for —
example, advanced differential equations associated with spacecraft-
independent navigation,_2uidance, structural, thermal, and
(b) efficient algorithm and library-quality routines for mission
planning, mission support, and data analysis, and (c) the development
of the implementation of algorithms which will satisf com uter
architecture requirements and constraints,_ such as solution speed,__
I	 limited memory and distributed architecture.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF - 2
TITIE
	 Algorithm/Numerical	 NOII-10-12-1/E-4/13
Analysis/Development.	 y	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
--	 --	 --	 —	 DATE	 4 / 28/ 76
F. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEEG
A.	 Accelerate advanced math computation research utilizing university and
—sun4r_-"g tractor- rj=rtt&e.._--Coaverito basic.algorithms _ -fnr._Ararious-_
spacecraft and ground applications.	 Recommend H/W factors.
B^
 Continuing development of efficient al9oritNns for mineral-purpose_
ground sofxlvare.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	
—	
I
Continue at current pace and accent limited capability, especially in
advanced spacecraft_S/W systems.__T_
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
None related to spacecra f t application.	 One small	 RTOP at JSC related to
ground application (Advanced Dev 910 RTOP).^
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY_
SCHEDULE ITEM 16 77 78 79 80 81 82 93 84 8E 86 R7 88 8 q 90 91 92 93 94 95
T.ASI( ITEM
B.	 Gen.	 urpose Gr
-S1W Res.&-Anal
A.
	
Techn.	 Inven.
T_echn.Regmts.
Math comp
S/C Appl Anal
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF - Z
1. TITLE Progranunini l.aneuilgcs_aad-_Trwi--;Ia orK _	 N0..111- 11
-1?_VL-9114
THEME / W.G. /TASK
_, ------- -	 — ---	 --	 _...-- DATE 4 /.28 ; 76
2.OBJEC fIVE
Develop-
 effective. ,
 reliable 13njgu4gQj_f;lz exp^ssing progruu apeu.fi—
^l^tians • dC3JjJl n jaleMQntati Qa pjjjS -effiuLtlt- tr.- j . JAtof*
3.NEED ANALYSIS
d)LEVEL NOW q4 , WiLI BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 50 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY Dar _
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW
di CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 	 ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH Q	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS © RESEARCH ^)
GRD TEST (q AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 _--- _
	
(Check o ne or more)
fl R&T BASE CANDIDATE
	
Yes
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Language theory _dc ,,elop cp for r4141CA aVa
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Itcaui leltieriLs_}lAJ1y51S .3tAd specificati on languages
,.^O^t'3mQlllljL 1s'1II1;11dp,1^^—_--	 -- -..	 -	 ._
,_Ilatand._cQntrol_abs_t ract i ons,	 —
--jptmc-diatc lanY^;l -
C_,f^  nptinu.Zatioa-------	 —
_ Tran I -ator wri tlllg__Sy^tCM5
Corm._ n is arnof SyS:^mti 	 _
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM N'J. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE ` PROGRAFMiING LANGUAGES AND TRANSLATORS
	 NO10-11-12-1/E-4/14
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
	
4
	 /28/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Identify language areas a nd needs.
Develop requirements /speCifieations
 
formalisms.
Define base design language consistent with modern programming methodologies.
Develoy__implementation_languages together with_efficient, portable compiler_
writing systems.
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8 CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 16 77 78 79 80 81 82183184 85 86187 88 89 90 91 91 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Lang. Areas
Reqts/Specs
Design Lang.
Impl.
	 Langs.
- --
--
--
--
till
MANPOWER (M Y)
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT -
4 4 4 4 -_
810 4 4
FUNDING (1065)
INHOUSE	 _
CONTRACT
2
.5
.2
.6
.2
.3
.2 L--U I—TT-1.3
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF 2
1 TITLE Software Ve rificat1.vnLYJlj .dat un _ 	 NO. 	 7 - 11 _-ULA_15
THEME / W.G. /TASK
— --	
- DATE 4 	 28 76
2.OQ?ECTIV^
o deve op methodologies/automated tools to acromp Ush suftwarr_Yerifi
cation/validation in less time and at a reduced cost
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW 0 , WILL BE LEVEL q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
h) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ^QAt lE 982
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM 0 LOW q
d1 CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS- ENABLING IJ OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
el TASKS NEEDED STUDY lJ ANALYSIS Q,	 RESEARCH
GRID TEST qX	 AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 S°ACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 -_	 (Check one or more;
0 R&T BASE CANDIDATE _ Yes
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REOUIREO FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Prugranunii lwigu"c^ atW_	 tors
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Provide automated and interactiyg to jz-fsZ-increasitl&_zoufidLujae l ev" i
of software during the _verifi cat ion / vali_dation__5t,agc,,j_gf -QfhAr-g-- yejop
ment such as static and dynamic t-Qtting tools. _	 w
14ethodolgg to insure traceability of software rcqu-iremc7lL --thraug i-A1L
s tlYes _s2Lsi€^tc1W2mCnz`. ch_c►s reyuircments/spec:ificat ion -format_
	 -
language(s).	 _	 __T
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF 1
TITLE
	 SOFTWARE_ VF.RIFIrATION/VALIDATION NO 10-12-8 -1-11_1/F -Q1
TECHNIQU ES THEME / W G. / TASk
---	 --	 —	 DATE
	
4 / 281 76
6, RECOMMENDED APPROACIi/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
lj_Perform_research in areas of software reliability, program_ correctness,
program path tracing, etc._
2) Determine automated/interactive tools to implement the mostpromising
tracing and testing methodolcgies_.
3) Develop modular system for software specification, codin , and testing
to insure traceab i lity of requirements.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8, CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES iRTOP, OTHER)
910-28 . _-1Qftwarg PCOce5stj
9 TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM	 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 81 84 85 B6 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Reliab.	 Research
Tools(FORTRAN)
Modular Sys._
-(FORTRAN) —
Tools ( other HOI.)
Modular Sys. (other I tHOL)
MANPOWER (M-Y)
INHOUSE 1 1 1 1 1 1
CONTRACT 5 5 5 5 6 6
FUNDING (106
 S)
INHOUSE _
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO, I
PAGE 1 OF
I TITLE Efficient Emulation	 _	 _	 NO. 1?- 11-1(1-11"-IfL.
THEME/ W.G. / TASK
---	 --	 DATE 4 / 28 , 76
2.OBJECTIVE
Determine, provide and a 
	 ficient emulitiQ,n tcchnologg-Ur flight
software development and for portabil ity
_Qfg round_. software.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOWin -. WILL BE LEVEL q4 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL Sq FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY LTE:^
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT.
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
U) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING. HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e! TASKS NEEDED: STUDY fj] ANALYSIS Q RESEARCH q
GRD TEST [D ASR CRAFT TEST LJ	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 YES	 _
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Use
—
a variab le arch itecture comput er to efficiently provide rapid access
to several computing environments within a single machine. Develop
methods of using this capability_to^provide:
1. A convenient, powerful development  d testing environment for
flight software.
2. More efficient execution of specific_ languages_ or_appiications,.
3. Increased portability of software from uther installations.
4. Capability for performing software-first designs.
	 _ __
lk
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
I	 TITLE	 EFFICIENT EMULATION 	 NO. 12-11-10-1/E-4/16
THEME / W.G. / TASK
---	 --------	 - - -- --	
DATE 4	 / 281 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Study available techniques for variable-architecture machine s/w development
Develop methods.of using variable-architecture capability--for
	 -
-_Increased portability of software from other installations`___..____
- Environment for developing flight software.
-
-
More efficient execution of specific language$/application,__
	 _.
- Software-first design of data-processing functions/systems.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (R TOP, OTV - R)
DOD & Uni vers ity re$earch with variable - arch	 ;, 4*,U F^^ dliLes__—
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
Y_F
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 7	 ' 18 1 79 80 81 82 83 84 1 85 1 86 87 88 1 89 90 10 1 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEfw*
Study/Analysis
Procure machine
Software Pbrtab
Flt.	 S/W Dev.Env.
Specific
	 Lang.Ex.
Software-first
Design	 -
H
li ly
- --- -- - --
- -
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF ?
1 11TLE Software Simulation lcchnology
	 NO. 1^1llJ l_11J,;,4L17
THEME / W.G. / TASK
– --- --	 —	 DATE 4 /?R , - 76-
2.OBJECTIVE
Develop S/W technology to p r >? YjAcL_iuprov #%A ^walltivw-ee€lware
techni _ uq es
3. NEED ANALYSIS
,it LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
I ) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 5] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY O_qT
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH U
	
MEDIUM 0 IOW 0
di CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMFNTS ENABLING E] OR
ENHANCING: HIGH ®	 MEDIUM [I
	
LOW
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY Q ANALYSIS
	 RESEARCH! n
GRD TEST U AIR CRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) E
	
(Check o ne or more l
+, R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 Y es
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Software technology Arch itecture,_languages, automation, interface,
_etc.)_is requi-red to aid the following simulation functional areas;
(11 the determination of the simulated system functions, (2) conversion
of simulated system functions into S/W formulation requirements and S/W
s_pecs., (3) correction of simulation S/W-code, architecture, etc., (4)
checkout of simulation software.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE
	 SIMULATION SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY	 N 0.12-10-11-1
	 -
THEME i W G. / TASK
--	 DATE
	
4 / 28 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED
Develop and/or
providing simulation
technology, 2)
base new technology
technology development,
technology_
APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
improve s/w technology to_minimize the_humdn element used in
s/w.	 This is accomplished by 1) surveying existing
determining technology limits_,_3j developing new concepts to
on ,  4) development of tools required to support new
5 implement,---test,-and modify_new concepts and
_
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
in the simulation
/OPTIONS	 Live with general	 industry advances
area	 s
8. CURRENT/PLANNED
There are asiiv
ob^ectives_qiven
RELATED ,ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
i t i es in this.-sred,- but II pS_,Is exttns i ve ar--spec iflc--aiAtle
in parts 2 and 5.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY_
SCHEDULE ITEM 16 11 ?9 i9 80 81 81 83 84 85 86 81 88 89 90 91 91 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Survey
Tech.	 Limits
New Concepts
Tools/process
ImplementTest _. ----
Modify
-
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SPACE iHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE ProYl'unm ► in l Meth JQIQU	 NO. 1SL11-12-9-1/E-.41111
THFME / W.G. / TASK
- — -	 -	 - -	
DATE 4 . 8 • 76
2.OB^IE^TIVE
I e uce software development and life cycle costs With_$ cp4rsil1atQd-__-
system of hum:ut wort, methods and co Muter su>>ort tools based on modern
programming principles
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW 0, WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS,
W REOU1RED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY R EAD Y
AT LEVEL , FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE
	 g^^
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM MY	 LOW 0
d ► CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPI_ISHh9FNTS	 ENABLING 0 OR
ENHANCING: HIGH Q	 MEDIUM 1	 LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY
	
ANALYSIS	 RESEARCH Q
GRD TEST U AIRCRAFT TEST D	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) 0
	
(Check one or more)
r R&T BASE CANDIDATE 	 1L5__1$Q4_^^_15 _lUUF:I
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
LISE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop and integrate a system of human work methods and supporting
computer tools that will focus the human effort in software develo)1111ent
and management on the uniquely human functions of creative prob l em solvin
and evaluat ion of desi gn choices. _Rase the system on modern programming
techniques such as structured programming, specification and progrr. des ig ►
lames , abs t ract data representations, etc., .utd on the con ►mon rinci -
les underlying them. Make the system easily usable for both journeyman
and expert software_ developers. Use pilot applications to prove out and
demonstrate the system, and to provide the basis for educating users.
Provide methods for evaluation of program cost elements.
h
1 ! I I I^^ I 1 I I I I	 J I 1 I I 1 I I
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	SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
1 TITLE Sol
 ^S21uWUit.^lii y _,- 	 -- - NO.	 ter_ 114/ 1;I
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 
_ 4 /-.!$. 7fi
2.OBJECTIVE
TO develop improved technvloyX^^^ll;uc:al^le -zutLwarQ-
3.NEED ANALYSIS
dl LEVEL NOW q , WILL BE LEVEL	 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
51 REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL	 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DAZE
co RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH Q	 MEDIUM El	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED STUDY Q ANALYSIS 	 RESEARCH
GRD TEST [\] AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
	
OTHER (Sla ecify) q 	 iChecK one or m oiv
r, R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 Yes
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Prograrmm► ing lan_&_ age st.urdardization
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Provide nveans by wh ich software can be implementejl and shared betty-aen
computer systems for performing common functions.
Des ipn po rt ala i 1 ice._
high order l anlage_standardization,.._______,___
Common software library generation/access techniques.
Documentatior^dist ri]jution/configuration
 
contruLof cumin n. suftw:►re_
libra y _programs.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 2(iF	 2
TITLE
	 SOFTWARE COFiMONA^ITY 	 _. 	 NO. 11-10_ LI 1^E-I
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DA T E	 4	 / 28/ 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
1)	 Implement HOL standardization procedures within NASA and in coordination
with other agencies.
2)	 Develop software portability and_c_on_cepts and create the structure for
their implementation.
3)	 Implement common software library program. define procedures, and
initiate library.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	
No options `)r development of concepts.
implementation trades between in-house, contrac tor. tasks.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 16 77 78179 80181 82183 E4 85 86 87 88 89 F90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
HOL Standards
1W_Portabi_li_i:y
Library Dev.
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- -- -
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